
Entry Level Core Specialist

I) Uses bibliometric knowledge to evaluate departmental/research 
centre performance; to evaluate institutional performance; and to 
support academic bibliometric research. 

II) May undertake charged-for consultancy.

I) Explains effectively the concept, potential uses and limitations of 
bibliometrics to a range of stakeholders.

I) Advises on which are the appropriate tools to calculate a 
particular metric and explains differences in results between metrics 
produced by different tools.

I) Monitors national policy changes around research evaluation and 
advises on institutional responses.

II) Explains the concept, potential uses and limitations of altmetrics 
to stakeholders.

II) Explains responsible use as a general set of principles, and applies 
these principles to specific requests/cases. For example, advises on 
the applicability of metrics and tools to particular disciplines.

II) Advises on decisions about how the institution should use specific 
tools and on decisions about institutional Key Performance 
Indicators.

III) Explains author identifiers, such as ORCID, and promotes their 
wider use.

III) Participates in key debates about how research quality should be 
evaluated, including in the context of any national research 
assessment exercise.

III) Advises on decisions about what a responsible use policy should 
contain.

IV) Communicates the case for open access and the impact of 
increased visibility on citation performance.

IV) Undertakes research into user needs from bibliometric tools and 
advises on decisions about what bibliometric service should be 
offered to staff.

IV) Influences others, including senior departmental and 
institutional managers.

V) Explains and advises on use of the CRIS, the institutional 
repository and Academic SNS such as Researchgate.

V) Advises on decisions about what bibliometric tools should be 
subscribed to.

VI) Writes documentation; designs and delivers online and face to 
face training.
VII) Advises on how to increase citation, e.g., through use of social 
media.

Competency model for bibliometric work (version 1.1; July 2017)
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I) Uses bibliometric knowledge to recommend where to publish and 
what to read; to increase academic staff bibliometric literacy; to 
support annual reporting by academic departments; to support 
grant capture; and to guide library collection and evaluate 
repository coverage.
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Based on Cox, Gadd, Petersohn, Sbaffi (2017) Competencies for bibliometrics. JOLIS. http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0961000617728111. Project sponsored by Elsevier Research Intelligence.



I) Uses bibliometric tools to find and explain the H-index for a 
specific scholar including the strengths and limitations of this 
indicator.

I) Maintains awareness of the functions of the main bibliometric 
tools, and is able to choose the right tool for a specific task.

I) Analyses/benchmarks output in the context of discipline.

II) Uses bibliometric tools to find and explain metrics for an 
individual journal, e.g.,  JIF, SNIP, and SCImago Journal Rank; 
including the strengths and limitations of such indicators.

II) Uses bibliometric tools to find a range of metrics on a specific 
scholar: e.g., the G-index, full and mean citation counts and citation 
percentiles.

II) Evaluates the quality of research groups or departmental output.

III) Uses bibliometric tools to find citations and altmetrics for a 
specific article.

III) Uses bibliometric tools to find metrics on a research group or 
department; to identify key scholars in a particular field and 
patterns of collaboration; to identify the top journals in a field.

III) Analyses collaboration patterns in a research group or 
department (including to compare with competitors).

IV) Explains the bibliometric elements of university ranking. IV) Identifies potential strategic partnerships.

V) Evaluates likely impact on citation of publishing in a specific 
journal.

V) Identifies institutional strengths and examines trends in 
institutional performance and advises on improving its ranking.

VI) Maintains awareness of departmental recommended journal list. VI) Identifies a journal's research strengths by key-word analyses of 
published articles/journal categories.

VII) Explains metrics for books, research data and other non-journal 
outputs.

VII) Recommends a journal to publish in taking into account 
acceptance rates, turnaround time, publication speed, subscription 
levels etc., as well as bibliometrics.

VIII) Advises on definitions of impact and how to demonstrate the 
impact of research beyond academia.

VIII) Gathers evidence to support a national research assessment 
exercise impact case study.

IX) Downloads, cleans and manipulates bibliographic data. IX) Conducts manual statistical analyses outside of proprietary tools.

X) Presents data effectively. X) Applies statistical tests of significance to analyses.

XI) Undertakes programming for downloading/manipulating data.

XII) Undertakes Network analysis for bibliometrics.
XIII) Understands the potential use of text mining in bibliometrics or 
undertakes text mining for bibliometric purposes.

XIV) Evaluates systems for the purpose of procurement.
XV) Connects the institutional repository with WoS or Scopus to 
determine share of indexed articles.

I) Understands the key characteristics of scholarly communication. I) Keeps abreast of current developments in scholarly 
communication.

II) Works effectively within local institutional culture. II) Creates and sustains professional networks both inside and 
outside the organisation.

III) Works effectively as part of a team with other library staff, 
colleagues in professional services and researchers.

III) Plans effectively in the context of a rapidly changing 
environment.

IV) Continuously updates their own skills.
V) Works independently, showing a high level of attention to detail.

VI) Conducts all their work in an ethical manner.
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